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NOTIFICATION
 

ADMISSION TO THREE YEAR LL.B COURSE-2023  
SECOND PHASE FINAL ALLOTMENT PUBLISHED

The Second Phase of Centralised Allotment (CAP) for admission to
Three Year LL.B Course in the 4 Government Law Colleges and 11 Private
Self-financing Law Colleges in the State for the year 2023-24 is published  in
the website www.cee.kerala.gov.in. The allotment is based on the rank in the
rank list of Three Year LLB course published by the Commissioner for
Entrance Examinations and online options registered by the candidates.

Candidates can access their homepage by entering their Application
number, and Password in the ‘Three Year LL.B 2023- Candidate Portal’
provided in the above website. Then by clicking the menu ‘ Allotment Result’,
candidates can view their Allotment details and can download their Allotment
memo. The details such as candidate’s name, roll number, allotment, tuition
fees, deposit if any etc. are available in the Allotment Memo. Candidates shall
also login to their Home page and click the Menu ‘Data Sheet’ for
downloading the Data Sheet.

Candidates who receive fresh allotment or a change in allotment than in
the previous phase shall have to take a print out of the Second phase Allotment
memo. Candidates should report for admission before the Principal of the
allotted colleges on any date from 30.10.2023 to 02.11.2023, 3.00 PM along
with the allotment memo and original documents specified in Clause 18 of the
Prospectus, and should remit the fee as shown in the allotment memo at the
concerned college.         

Candidates belonging to SC/ST/OEC/Communities eligible for
Educational concessions as is given to OEC/Candidate eligible for Fee
concession as per G.O. (Ms)NO.25/2005/SCSTDD. Dated.20.06.2005/Children
of Fisherman/Inmates of Sree Chitra Home/Nirbhaya Home/Juvenile Home are
exempted from remitting tuition fees. All the College Principals should approve
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and submit the list of admitted candidates through Online Admission
Management System (OAMS) on  02.11.2023 before 4.00 PM.

 

Note :

1. Allotment/admission of candidates whose writ petitions are pending
disposal in Hon’ble High Court of Kerala is provisional in this phase, and
will be finalised on receipt of respective court orders.

2. Candidates who do not take admission within the specified dates shall lose
their allotment.

3. Candidates who receive a change of allotment to their higher options in the
second phase of allotment will automatically lose their current admission of
the first phase. If the candidate has a change of college to their higher
options in the second phase, they should obtain the T.C, relevant documents
and amount remitted at the time of admission from their currently admitted
college and join the newly allotted colleges within the specified date notified
by the Commissioner for Entrance Examinations.

4. Vacancies that may exist in various Government and Self Financing Law
Colleges after the second phase of Centralized Allotment shall be filled by
Mop Up allotment to be conducted by the Commissioner for Entrance
Examinations as per clause 16 of Integrated Five Year LLB Prospectus
2023. The date for the same will be published later.

Helpline number: 0471- 2525300
 
 

Commissioner for Entrance Examinations
Thiruvananthapuram
28-10-2023
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